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Date: 15th October 2013

Attn David Dawson
Policy Advisor
Dear David
Thank you for your response, dated 3rd October, to the Clarence Environment Centre's letter calling
for consideration to be given to putting an end to native forest logging of State forests.
As you would be aware, we were not happy that someone in the Minister's office chose to forward
our original letter, calling for that shut down, to the head of Forest Corporation for a response. Quite
clearly, there was no way we could ever receive an objective response from the person presiding
over the operations of that division.
I would like to impress on you that we had hoped our original approach would be taken seriously.
However, rather than receiving a considered response, we are once again regaled with meaningless
cut an paste references that “State forests have successfully been managed for timber production for
almost 100 years”, and that, “due to the scientifically based forest management practices employed
they continue to be rich in biodiversity”.
In all seriousness, I have to ask if you have visited a logged forest? Those forests that do have a
long history of logging on the North Coast, i.e. those close to population centres like Grafton, have
been logged into a monoculture, with biodiversity at rock bottom levels. All old trees, those with
hollows, have long since been bulldozed, with the result that almost half of all threatened fauna in
the region, and there are scores of them, are tree-hollow dependent.

Bom Bom State Forest near Grafton. This is not a Spotted Gum plantation, it is a native forest
logged into a monoculture, with little remaining biodiversity, and highly degraded ecosystems.

Your comment that state forests continue to provide a supply of timber for use in NSW is also open
to question, with Forests Corporation unable to fulfill contracts, and now venturing onto private
properties in an attempt to make up the short-fall from forests that have been so badly managed they
are no longer productive. This move has resulted in the environmental destruction and social
upheaval such as that witnessed over the last month at Whian Whian.
And how can you claim the economic benefits of native forest logging to regional communities,
while knowing that the wider population is subsidising the enormous losses that Forests
Corporation is incurring through its native forest division? If you are serious about underpinning the
future of the north coast industry, the Government would be encouraging the planting of hardwood
plantations.
Over the 100 year period of forest management, logged trees have become progressively smaller
with each logging event, until today we are seeing trees less than 40cm diameter at stump level
being taken. Logging cycles have been reduced, often to less than 10 years, and logging intensity
has doubled, where as much as 80% of basal area is being removed through a system of “offsetting”, with the “off-set areas targeted at a later date.
The opening up of canopies is seeing the widespread invasion of weeds, and in many areas the Bell
Miner Associated Dieback (BMAD) has followed. According to the “science”, something you
highlight as ensuring the protection of biodiversity, BMAD is triggered by canopy reduction greater
than 35% (NSW Scientific Committee determination of BMAD as a Key Threatening Process), yet
Forest Corporation routinely removes more that 40%. Where is your “scientifically based forest
management” here?
Where also is your “scientifically based forest management” when it comes to invasive weeds? The
Clarence Environment Centre has a representative on the NC Weeds Advisory Committee, and we
can report that weed control in state forests over the past few years has been virtually restricted to
roadside spraying. Many state forests are an absolute disgrace, with Forests Corporation frequently
using the excuse that the weeds are too dense to enable marking up of compartments prior to
logging – Just another blow for threatened species whose habitat is not properly identified for
protection.

This picture taken in Wedding Bells State Forest near Coffs Harbour
immediately after logging two years ago.

This is the same site 2 years later, a mess of unmanaged introduced weeds including a number
of notifiable species. This was a healthy wet sclerophyll forest, now it's an absolute disgrace.
The establishment of a Board of Directors skilled in improving commercial performance is long
overdue. However, perhaps you could assure us that at least one of those board members is a skilled
ecologist, or at least someone with an understanding of the meaning of 'biodiversity'.
We do applaud the Department's initiative, through the review of the north coast timber supply, and
the aim of developing a sustainable industry, particularly through plantations. However, the review
of the Integrated Forests Operations Approval has been a debacle. The statuary 5year review, due
2005, and 10 year review, due 2010, were never undertaken, and how you can claim that this review
focuses on environmental outcomes, when it has generally seen a reduction in protection for
threatened species, is beyond comprehension.
Finally, we have to dispel the myth that Forest Corporation “manages” a large extent of state forests
“primarily for conservation”. There is absolutely no management of those areas occurring. No
weed control, no exclusion of cattle where grazing leases exist, no environmental programs at all. In
fact, it is our understanding the plans of management that were supposed to have been developed
for these exclusion areas have mostly not been written. If we are wrong on this score we would love
to hear about it.
In conclusion, we believe that before this whole mess can be resolved, it has to be acknowledged at
the highest level that there is a serious problem to begin with. While ever your departmental officers
continue to accept Forest Corporation's assurances that all is well in our state forests, nothing will
change. To that end, we invite you to come and visit a few of these supposedly well-managed state
forests with us. Please let us know if or when you could take us up on the offer.
Yours sincerely
John Edwards
Honorary Secretary.

